Clonal analysis by distinct viral vectors identifies bona fide neural stem cells in the adult zebrafish telencephalon and characterizes their division properties and fate.
Neurogenesis is widespread in the zebrafish adult brain through the maintenance of active germinal niches. To characterize which progenitor properties correlate with this extensive neurogenic potential, we set up a method that allows progenitor cell transduction and tracing in the adult zebrafish brain using GFP-encoding retro- and lentiviruses. The telencephalic germinal zone of the zebrafish comprises quiescent radial glial progenitors and actively dividing neuroblasts. Making use of the power of clonal viral vector-based analysis, we demonstrate that these progenitors follow different division modes and fates: neuroblasts primarily undergo a limited amplification phase followed by symmetric neurogenic divisions; by contrast, radial glia are capable at the single cell level of both self-renewing and generating different cell types, and hence exhibit bona fide neural stem cell (NSC) properties in vivo. We also show that radial glial cells predominantly undergo symmetric gliogenic divisions, which amplify this NSC pool and may account for its long-lasting maintenance. We further demonstrate that blocking Notch signaling results in a significant increase in proliferating cells and in the numbers of clones, but does not affect clone composition, demonstrating that Notch primarily controls proliferation rather than cell fate. Finally, through long-term tracing, we illustrate the functional integration of newborn neurons in forebrain adult circuitries. These results characterize fundamental aspects of adult progenitor cells and neurogenesis, and open the way to using virus-based technologies for stable genetic manipulations and clonal analyses in the zebrafish adult brain.